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The cittern of Sweelinck and Vermeer.
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Contextual information for the excavated Zuvderzee citterns
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The discovery by Karel Vlierman of two citterns in Leþtad, in a shipwreck in the former Zuyderzee,

which were meticulously reconstructed by Sebætián Nuñez and Verónica Estevezr, fills a gap in our

knowledge of the cittem from the age ofJan Pietersz Sweelinck (1562-1621) andJohannes Vermeer

(1632-1675). Both artists, working in the Golden Age of Dutch history can be asociated with the

cittem. Sweelinck composed or arranged music for it, and Vermeer depicted it in several of his

paintings. Awell-known exampleisthelnue Letter in the Rijlamuseum inAmsterdam, which Vermeer

painted irr Delft, about 1669-1670.'In awealthy interiorwe see alalywho is interrupted in her cittem

playing by her maiden servant. The letter she hands over might come from somebody at sea, æ is

suggested by a seæcape hanging on the wall. The cittem reveals probably that she is in love with

him - like the lute, this instrument had an arnorous connotation for seventeenth-century Dutch

painters.

There are dozens of paintings by contemporary Dutch artists such æ Pieter de Hooch, Gabriel

Metsu, Cesar van Everdingen and others, showing the cittern mostly in the hands of young wealthy

women. Apparently, the instrument wæ popular in these milieus, or at least it must have been regarded

æ fitting for young ladies to play it. But it wæ also played in lsser burger milieus, æ can be seen in

paintings by e.g. Jan Steen. It even appears in low-life paintings by David Teniers and others, which

show the instrument in the hands of peasants or hanging on the wall in tavems and brothels.

An indication of the price of cittems can be found in an inventory of a Frisian clerk, Pibo

Gualthieri (Leeuwarden 1618).3 He possesed, among othermusical instruments, five cittems: two six-

course cittems by Michiel Vredeman, together worth 13 guilders, two five-course cittems worth

10 guilders and a four-course cittern worth 3 guilders. To compare these prices: a seven-course lute

with ebony and ivory inlay wæ estimated 6 guilders, and a virginal or harpsichord 60 guilders. The

cheapest, four-coune instrument represented the ordinary type in the Netherlands, æ we may conclude

from preserved tablatures and iconographical sources. The inventory of Gualthieri is also interesting

for two cittem books which it lists. One of these is Da Violm Cytber by the same Michiel Vredeman

1 See Sebætián Nuñez and VerónicàEsts{ez, Desoriþtiln of the rønairn of tuto Du.tch cittems, in this volume, p. 69-78

2 This picture can be found in the article of Nuñez and Estevez, ibidem, Fig. 3, p. 71.

3 R. Vischer, Ieß ouø' het muzieþlnm te Lee¿¿uardsn in het begin der 17e eeuu,in: De nfe Fries 28 (1928),

p. 17-3i.

Fig. 2i: Original pieces of the cittems (drawing by Sebætián Núñez and Verónica Estevez).

Fig. 22: Reconstruction (drawing by Sebætián Núñez and Verónica Estevez).
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Fig. 1: fuo anangenrents of the songwilhelmtn uan Nasouwen (the present Dutch national anthern), for the lute (upper

two $aves) and for the cittern (lower two staves), from Adriaen \alenus,Ned.erlandßche Gedmck-clanck,Haa¡lem 1626.

who made the six-course cittems, published in Amhem iîI612. This "violin-cittem" was "a new sort

of melodious invention, half violin, half cittem"a, on which four parts could be played aL the same

time. As f,ar æ I know, this curious instrument is not documented by any picture or preserved

instrument. Gualtieri also posessed a copy ol Der Cythaen Lusthoff llhe Pleasure Garden. of the

Citternl. No copy of Der Violm Cyther or Der Cythøøt Lusthoff seems to have been preserved.

Unfortunately, the same holds for a cittem book by the famous Amsterdam organ player and composet,

Jan Pietersz Sweelinck. Old catalogues mention a Nieuu Chyter-boek, gmaent dm Corten

WegwysE d:ie 't Hert uwbeugt [Wal C¡ttern Book, called the Indicator of the Shorhtay, ubirh

rejoicæ the Heørtl by him. It wæ published in 1602 and rEublished in 1608 by Jan Jansen in

Amsterdam. The Amsterdam booiseller; Hendrick Laurentius, still sold it, in 1647 for 14 stuivers

(1 guilder - 20 stuivers), æ well æ Vredeman's violin-cittern book mentioned above for 10 stuivers

and another Cytuboeck Vredem,an for 1 guilder.

4 Michiel Vrede mzrr, Dø Violøn Cyther met uijf snarm, em. niþu.e sorte melodieuse inamlie, tuee natarm hebbmde,

uier þartbijøn Eelende, licht tÊ l¿üen, hølf uioløns, half cythø, Amhem 1612, æcording to the description of

Gualthieri's inventory cited by Vischer, Ieß oua' het muzieklsaen (see footnote Ð , p. 21.

Only one source of cittenl music from the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands hæ come

down to us; the famous Nederlandßche Gedmck-clanck lDutch Commemorinl Soundl written by

Adljaen Valerius (Fig. 1), notary and amateur poet in the little town of Veere in Sealand, and published

in Haarlem in 1626. This curious text book on the Dutch Revolt against the Spanish King is illustrated

with engravings and songs, each of them in vocal notation and supplied with tablatures for the lute

and the cittem. It is from this source that we may conclude that the cittem of Sweelinck and Vermeer

wæ tuned "in the French way", æ Valerius calied it, i.e. et-dt-g-a. This tuning wæ also used in France,

Flanders and Germany, from which countries a number of printed tablature bools from the sixteenth

century have been preserved, containing a similar style of anangements æ Valerius's book. They show

another remarkable feature of the French-Flemish-Dutch cittern tradition æ well: diatonic fretting.

Stringing and fretting

The excavated instruments match this generalconfiguration perfectl¡r Firstly, the wood iust behind the

nut (which itself hæ been lost) of one of the cittems shows the traces of ten strings arranged in four

coußes, double-double{riple-triple.5 This anangement is also known from the woodcuts of cittem

bools by Phalése (Leuven 1570, Anlwerp 1582)6 and Kärgel (Stræsbourg 1578)7. There one clearly

sees the double courses which consist each of two equal strings, and the triple courses composed of one

twisted bæs string and two octave strings. The same arrangement seems applicable to the excavated

instruments.

Though some frets are mising, the fret pattern of ât leâst one of the Zuyderzee citterns can be

reconstructed for the most part (Fig. 2a). It appears to fit perfectly into what we know about the

diatonic fret pattems used in the Netherlands with their mising, incomplete and complete frets.E Most

characteristic are the mising 4th and 18th frets. Usually, the 6th, 8th, ilth, 13th and 15th frets are

incomplete, whether only serving the first cou$e 0r one 0r two more. Such aF¡pical fret pattern can

be seen on a cittern hanging on the wall in a painting byJan Miense Molenaer, tady World,1633

(Fig. 2b). If we compare thehtyderzee fingerboard with that of Molenaer, there is only one little

difference: Molenaer's 6th fret is slightly shofter than that of the excavated instrumenl it serves two

strings, not three æ on the Zuyderzee instrument. It is not plausible that Molenaer maÅe a mistake:

on most reliable pictures the 6th fret is shorter than the 8th. If we look at the stops used by Valerius in

his tablature book, we understand that this makes sense: Valerius needed the 6th fret only to stop the

first course, but he used the Bth fret for three courses (Fig. 2c). However, the Zuyderzee pattem with

7

8

See the drawing by Nuñez and Estevan, Dætiþtiøn of the rernains of htto DuÍch cittøns (æe footnote 1), Fig. 22,

p.78.

Piene Phalàe ¿ndJean Bellère (ed.), Hortus Etharae,Inuven andAntwerp 1570; Piere Phalèse andJe¿¡ Bellère (ed.),

Hortus Ethørae uulgaris, lntwerp 1.582.

Sixtus Kârgel, Røzouøtu cythara, Shzssbourg 1578.

louis Peter Grijp, -Fral þattenß of lhe cittern,in:Ihe Gaþin Society Journal J4 (1981),p.62-97.
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Fig. 2: Some diatonÍc fret pattems of cittems from the low Countries.

eoual 6th and 8th frets is known from at leæt one other source: a cittern Dreseryed in the Musical

Instrument Museum in Lisbon (Fig. 2d). In.fact, the fiet patterns might be completely equal. Though

the Lisbon fretting is somewhat atypical with its 1 lth añ l3Th frets serving two strings instead of one,

precisely these frets are missing on the Zuydeuee ißtrument. The painting by Cesar van Everdingen

comesabitlesclose (Fig.2e).lts lSthfretservestwostringsinsteadof one, andits l3thfretismising,

which is probably a mistake. Further, Van Everdingen's Bth fret is complete (or nearly so) instead of

the three-quarter length fret on the Zuyderzee cittem.e

How amzingly precise paintes like Molenaer and Van Everdingen worked becomes clear when

we study other paintings where diatonic fret patterns are suggested. In most cæes, like in Vermeer's

Loue Intter (Fig. 2f), these frettings do not musically make sense, whêreæ Molenaer's fretting is

perfectly playable.

! Shictly speaking, this could still conespond with the Zuyderæe fretting, as it is not entirely clear if the Sth fret hæ been

preserved with iß original length.

The cittern of Sweelinck and Vermeer. Contextual information for the excavated Zuyderzæ citterns

Possible makers

The presence 0f two identical instruments in the shipweck suggests that they were on board æ

merchandise. The type of the ship (utjdschtp) indicates that it wæ aferry boat beMeen Holland,

probably Amsterdam, and the north-eætem part of the htydenzee. My idea is that the cittems were

made in Amsterdam and that they were transported to the North-Eæt when the ship cræhed. This

æsumption is bæed on what we know about Dutch cittem-making. In Amsterdam, marry cittern-

makes were active, æ we shall see, whereas nothing is known about the production of cittems in

nofth-eætern towns like Zwolle or Kampen, nor in towns on the westem coæt of the Zuydeuee, north

of Amsterdam.

Around the years 1620-1630, when the ship probably wrecked, at leæt ten cittem-makers were

active in the city of Amsterdam, including Artus (Aert) Burlon (or Borlon), originally from Antwerp,

mentioned in Amsterdam æ lute- or cittern-maker in the period 1593-16t9; his sons Hans Aertsz

Burlon (mentioned 1593-162-l) and Thomæ Aertsz Burlon (mentioned in 1595 and 1605); Aert

Burlon's sons-in-law, Gerrit Aertsz Coop (or Cop, mentioned 1597-1627) and Nicolaes Aertsz Coop

(mentioned 1608-1613, died in 1621); Pieter Fransen Bochs or Bosch (mentioned 1604-ß40);Jan

Bouterse (mentioned t6tft66O); Dirck Gerritsz (mentioned 1612-162Ð;JanJansen (mentioned in

1618 and 1625); Frarcis Fransz Lupo (mentioned 1607-1659); AbrahamJoostenvan Offenbeeckfrom

Antwerp (mentioned 1605-1$7), and Pieter Pietersen from Utrecht (mentioned t6O6-t666).'0 they

all might posibly have manufactured the Ztyderzee citterns. These names make clear that, in

Amsterdam, cittems must have been produced in large numbers, at least in the first decades of the

seventeenth century. The popularity of the cittern is also reflected in the way their makers were usually

designaTedcitamaker, ahhorghthey also made other string instruments like iutes, viols and violins.

Around the middle of the century this designation wæ gradually substituted by uioolmaker

[violinmaker], with which word the same craftsmen were meant.

One tiny detailfiom the excavated citterns is echoed in the Amsterdam city archives. Metallurgical

analpis of pieces of string found on one of the htydenee cittems pointed out that they were made of

bræs, consistingof.T\% copper.ttwe find this material mentioned in an inventory from 1671, which

lists the posessions of Grietje Bouurneesteq widow of the Amsterdam cittern- and violin-makeç Gerrit

Menslage (born ca. 1607, died t66t).|'z It includes more than a hundred rolls of steel cittem strings,

plus !! rolls of 'copper' cittern strings - for which probably bras wæ meant. The inventory lists many

instruments, found in different rooms of Menslage's house, among them 16 citterns in total. Some of

these must have been quite expensive instruments: one cittemwæ inlaidwith nacre and anotherwith

black and white wood. in the front room, two luijthcijthers flute-citterns] were found, posibly the

10

11

L2

Johan H. Giskes, Tweehon¿lerd jaar bouw uan strijkinstrumenten in Amsterdant. (1600-1800), in Janrboek
AmsÍelndamu.m 79 0987), p. 56-64.

See Nuñez ondBstevaa, Dæcrþt'ion of tbe rennirr of two Durch citterns Gee footnote 1), p. 73.

Johan Giskes, Inuenlory Grietje Bouwmeætø', in 400 janr uioolbouukur¿st in Nedøland/4)Ì years of uiolin

ntaking in lhe Nethø'knds,s. t. 1t!!, p. 81-89.
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hybrid instruments which can be seen 0n some paintings by Pieter de Hoogh. They look like lutes

because of their bent necls, but clearly show the bridge and the string attachment of the cittern, which
implies metalstringing.l3 In the attic, an old cæe withluijth-mde cijthuformenwæ found: moulds
for lutes and citterns.

Other preserved citterns

Until recently, nothing from this rich Amsterdam cittern-making tradition wæ preserved; or, to be

more precise, we did not know of any surviving cittern from the fimt part of the seventeenth century
made in Amsterdam. However, there are four or five instruments known from museums which match
the French-Flemish-Dutch tradition of diatonic citterns. One is signed by Abraham Tilman van

Antwerpen 1602, about whom nothing further is known. "Van Antweryen" may mean that he worked

in that city, but it can also indicate that he had left it, whether for another town in the Southem
Netherlands or for the Northern Republic, æ did many thousands of Protestants from Antwerp in the

læt decades of the sixteenth century. The only thing we can say is that Tilman made his cittem
somewhere in the Low Countries, but probably not in Amsterdam. The instrument is preserved in the

Musikinstrumentenmuseum in Berlin (on loan from the Kun$gewerbe Museum).ta Its belly shows an

elegant painting of Orpheus and the animals, and the instrument hæ rich nacre inlay,which reminds
us of the nacre instrument in Menslage's worlshop mentioned above. Similar highly decorated citterns

are not known from paintings. Tilman's cittem still hæ its original flets, which are ananged
chromatically; however, the strong and weak frets æe indicated by differeirt inlay along them, æ can

be seen on several other preserued instruments, mainly fi'om ltaly, where most of them come from.
The other cittems made in the French-Flemish-Dutch tradition are preserved in the Brusels Musical
instrument Museuml5, in the Musical Instrument Museum of Lisbon (mentioned above), and in the

Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris (FR-D. 32026).

Apart from Abraham Tilrnan, nothing is known about the makers and provenance of these

instruments. It is the subtle characteristics of the diatonic fretting which reveals the tradition in which
they were made - cittems were also fretted diatonically in ltaly, but with other charactedstics, e.g. short
little frets under the fourth course, whereæ the long 6th and Bth frets are typical for the Northern
tradition. AIso, the Italian citterns had usualiy six strings 0r courses, 0r even more.'6 From these

13 SeeLouisPeterCriipandDirkJacobHamoen, Ihehooghhàt.Verbældingofatø'kelükheid?,in:Mensenlvlekdie3I
(tlz6¡,p 210-213.

14 Inv Nt K6411. with thanls to Heidi von Rüden who kindly supplied useful additional information about this
instrument.

Inv Nr. 1524. 10 strings, diatonic fretting. See Victor-Charles Mahillon, Cafatogue destþtif et anaþtique du Musée
h¿stt'unøntal du Consøaatoire Royal de ùlusi4ue de Brutxelles,vol.3,Ghent and Brussels 188G-i!22, pp. 114_116.
A photograph in: Malou Haine,lø irßtramenß d.e musique dans les cotlections belges,tiège 19g9, p. g7.

All this wæ discussed in detail in my arlicle Fret þatterns of the cittøz (æe footnote g).

The cittern of Sweelinck and Vermeer, Contextual information for the excavated Zuyderzæ citteLns 85

characteristics we may conclude that the instruments mentioned above are from the North, but we

cannot posibly say if they are French, Flemish or Dutcll. Therefore, the simple, undecorated

instruments found in the mud of the Zuydeøee are the only instruments which can be regarded with

some probability æ true testimonies of the Dutch cittern tradition from the age of Sweelinck and

Vermeer.
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